Abstract: Groupware is explicitly designed to support the cooperation among group members. The implementation of cooperation-aware groupware is supported by several object-oriented toolkits and frameworks, but there is no uni®ed way to model applications built on top of these. We have proposed UML-G as an extensible UML pro®le for modeling groupware and are in the process of turning it into a community eort. In this article, we identify modeling needs speci®c to shared data modeling. Shared data is a prerequisite to supporting cooperating users. We present UML extensions to address the identi®ed needs as a part of UML-G. Usage scenarios demonstrate how UML-G can be used to assist shared data modeling. UML-G provides explicit modeling of shared data related aspects. In addition, it supports a shared understanding between developers, which is independent of, and thus abstracts from, the latter implementation. CASE tool support for UML-G strengthens its practical relevance.
INTRODUCTION
Groupware is explicitly designed to support the cooperation among group members [1] . This can be in a distributed or co-located setting. In addition, it can be synchronous or asynchronous. Synchronous cooperation means cooperation happening at the same time with typically ®ne-grained noti®cations giving immediate feedback about the activities of other users, whereas asynchronous cooperation can happen at dierent times with usually no noti®cations of other users' actions [2] .
The implementation of cooperation-aware groupware is supported by several object-oriented toolkits and frameworks, but there is no uni®ed way to model applications built on top of these. The Uni®ed Modeling Language (UML) [3, 4] is the standard notation for modeling object-oriented software. A UML Pro®le specializes the UML for a speci®c domain. We have proposed such a pro®le for groupware (UML-G) [5] in order to assist developers in explicit modeling of groupware related needs, such as shared data.
There are several groupware tools available, such as e-mail systems, shared repositories, shared workspace systems, e.g., BSCW (Basic Support for Cooperative Work) [6] , audio/video-conferencing, shared whiteboards or sharing support for single user applications. Sometimes it is sucient for groupware developers to select a single-user tool, such as an oce suite's word processor, and combine it with a shared repository in order to support asynchronous editing of documents. To support synchronous editing, sometimes it is sucient to combine the word processor and the shared repository with an application-sharing tool, such as Microsoft's NetMeeting [7] . But there are also obvious restrictions, e.g., by using an application-sharing tool only strict WYSIWIS (What You See Is What I See) functionality can be supported. Moreover, no workspace awareness (if there is any workspace) can be given Ð in the sense of an up-to-the-moment understanding of another person's interaction [8] . That's why application-sharing tools belong to the cooperationtransparent class of groupware. To develop new cooperation-aware applications, object-oriented toolkits and frameworks, such as DistView [9] , GroupKit [10] , COAST [11] , JSDT [12] , Habanero [13] and DyCE [14] have become available. All these toolkits and frameworks have their special way of using them. There is no uni®ed way to model applications built on top of these.
In this paper, we identify modeling needs speci®c to shared data modeling. Shared data is a prerequisite to support cooperating users. We present UML extensions to address the identi®ed needs as a part of UML-G. The modeling language UML-G is designed as an extensible UML pro®le. With this language, groupware developers are supported in modeling their cooperative applications independent from the latter implementation. This supports * explicit modeling of groupware related needs; and * a shared understanding between developers, which is independent of and thus abstracts from the latter implementation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The next section deals with a problem description related to shared data modeling, which leads to a list of requirements UML-G has to ful®ll. Then, UML extensions are de®ned for UML-G, which address the identi®ed requirements. Afterwards, usage scenarios are presented that utilize UML-G's current shared data modeling part. They talk about Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) and Learning (CSCL) applications. Next, we talk about CASE (Computer Aided Software Engineering) tool support for UML-G in order to strengthen its practical relevance. Afterwards, related work is presented. The paper ends with conclusions and plans for future work.
SHARED DATA MODELING
This section identi®es modeling needs speci®c to shared data modeling. These are core requirements for modeling groupware because shared data is a prerequisite to supporting cooperating users. First of all, we need a modeling element marking shared data. This is important for asynchronous and synchronous cooperation. In both settings shared data is accessed and manipulated. Therefore, this is our ®rst requirement: R1. A modeling element marking shared data is needed.
Asynchronous cooperation requires persistent data; otherwise dierent persons at dierent points in time can`t continue work. In addition, if synchronous work needs to be continued later or at least the results need to stay available, persistence is also required for synchronous cooperation:
R2. Shared data requires the option to be modeled as persistent.
In some scenarios the data persistence is limited to a speci®c time. Once created, (data-) objects used in such scenarios are supposed to exist only for a prede®ned period of time. This can be relevant for work¯ow-management systems, embedded systems or simulations in natural sciences, to name only a few. Thus, we also need to support:
Synchronous cooperation requires noti®cations of other users' interactions since it is explicitly designed to support simultaneous work. These noti®cations are also important for the provision of awareness. Hence, changes of shared data need to be propagated:
R4. Noti®cations on shared data need to be supported.
Since several users access shared data, access control can be necessary. Therefore, there is a need for modeling access-controllable shared data:
R5. Shared data requires the option to be marked as access-controllable.
Groupware toolkits and frameworks usually provide concurrency control mechanisms so that shared data is kept consistent though multiple users access it simultaneously. But it might be necessary due to some semantics of the cooperative application that shared information should be explicitly locked, e.g., when usinḡ oor control mechanisms. Floor control can be used to moderate the cooperation. Only one person at one point in time is in charge of the¯oor and hence able to change some shared data. Locking is independent of the users who access the shared data so that it diers from access control (note that this requirement does not address the usage of concurrency control techniques, such as optimistic and pessimistic concurrency control):
R6. Shared data requires the option to be marked as lockable.
Dierent cooperative applications can have dierent needs related to the distribution of shared data [15] . Even one and the same cooperative application can make use of dierent distribution schemes for its shared data objects. Thus, for shared data modeling we need the option of specifying the distribution scheme:
R7. Optional speci®cation of the distribution scheme for shared data.
Users of cooperative applications need a model of themselves so that, for instance, access control mechanisms can be applied to them. In addition, users may be interested in information about other users, or awareness regarding users may be necessary. In general, we are talking about actors, such as users, teams or even system parts, which are designed as user representatives. Actors need a model of themselves. Moreover, actors can ®ll roles:
R8. Shared models of groupware actors and roles need to exist.
The concept of an`activity' is important as a basic abstraction to model all aspects of CSCW [16] . Workows, conversations, or conferences can basically be expressed as structured or unstructured activities.
Several actors can participate in a shared or cooperative activity by taking roles and manipulating potentially shared data through cooperative tools. Thus, the activity itself is shared data as several actors can be involved and need to interact. This leads to our last core requirement we have identi®ed:
R9. We need a modeling element for shared activities. Table 1 below summarizes the identi®ed requirements.
UML-G AND SHARED DATA MODELING
Based on the identi®ed requirements we have designed a shared data modeling part of UML-G by using the extension mechanisms of UML. The shared data modeling part itself is also designed in an extensible manner.
Extension mechanisms of UML
UML provides three mechanisms for extension: stereotypes, tagged values and constraints. Stereotypes classify other UML elements and thus represent variations of them with the same structure, but a dierent intent, respectively. In general, a stereotype represents a usage distinction. Tagged values are (Tag, Value) pairs attaching information to a model element and thus representing properties. Constraints allow the speci®ca-tion of new semantics (a condition or restriction) for a model element linguistically in some textual language. For details see [3] . A UML pro®le is a prede®ned set of stereotypes, tagged values, constraints, and notation icons, which tailor the UML for a speci®c domain. Such a pro®le does not extend the metamodel of the UML (that de®nes classes, attributes, stereotypes etc.), but it provides modeling elements for specializing standard UML to a particular domain. This has the advantage that CASE tools supporting the UML extension mechanisms can be con®gured to support modeling with the pro®le (see Section 5) .
Since the UML speci®cation does not provide a formal approach for de®ning the semantics of new stereotypes, tagged values and constraints, we describe the semantics of UML-G informally. [17] . We haven't yet identi®ed speci®c OCL constraints, which need to be prede®ned in the pro®le. Note that you can leave out the value of a Boolean tag, if it is set to TRUE. Similarly, we have designed the extensions {access-controllable} and {observable} (R5, R4). A shared model element can be marked as {access-controllable}, which means that during runtime access control mechanisms can be applied. It can be marked as {observable} to express that noti®cations about changes are possible. This is important to support synchronous cooperation, which usually needs ®ne-grained noti®cations. We have chosen the term observable in order to use a more active term. And again, by using e.g., associations and OCL constraints from standard UML more details on the semantics can be expressed by the groupware developer. A persistence tagged value (R2) is already available in standard UML and is de®ned on the model elements association, attribute and classi®er (which is a supertype of e.g., class). Hence, it can easily be combined with UML-G. If we need this tag on other UML model elements as well, we need to de®ne it. For now, the existing tag is sucient. However, in order to address R3 we have introduced a tag called time-persistence, which can be used to specify time-dependent persistent shared data. It can be set to a String value, which speci®es the period of time a shared data-object is supposed to be kept persistent.
In order to specify the distribution scheme for shared data (R7) we have de®ned the tag {distribution = {cen-tral, asymmetric, semi-replicated, replicated}} based on the proposed distribution schemes in [15] . For any Table 1 Summary of requirements for shared data modeling.
R1
Shared data R2 Persistent shared data R3
Time-dependent persistent shared data R4
Notifications on shared data R5 Access control on shared data R6 Lockable shared data R7 Distribution scheme for shared data R8 Shared models of groupware actors and roles R9 Shared activities shared data its distribution scheme can be speci®ed to central, asymmetric, semi-replicated, or replicated. In order to model roles and actors of cooperative applications (R8), we have introduced the stereotypes ( sharedRole) and (sharedActor). We have de®ned them as subtypes of ( shared ) (see Figure 1 ) so that the tags de®ned on ( shared ) can also be applied to them. This is important since according to the requirements, models of groupware users are also shared data, on which e.g., noti®cations regarding changes need to be possible. For example, it needs to be noti®ed whether a user is online or oine.
In addition, ( sharedRole) and ( sharedActor ) are separate stereotypes in order to mark their special meaning. With (sharedRole) roles in cooperative sessions are indicated and with ( sharedActor ) actors in cooperative sessions are marked that can take several roles. Similarly, we have designed a shared activity according to R9. Adding new sub-stereotypes in order to make explicit special shared data can extend this stereotype-framework'. These sub-stereotypes inherit the possibility of applying the Boolean tags {access-controllable}, {lockable} and {observable} as well as the tags {time-persistence = {. . .}} and {distribution = {cen-tral, asymmetric, semi-replicated, replicated}} to them. Moreover, additional tagged values or special constraints can be de®ned on the general stereotype ( shared ) or on special sub-stereotypes. Furthermore, a sub-stereotype can specialize the baseclass to which it applies by naming a subclass of the parent-stereotype's baseclass. We de®ned for instance that the stereotypes ( sharedRole) and (sharedActor ) apply to classes, rather than to any model element. We de®ned the stereotype ( sharedActivity ) on Class, ActionState, and SubactivityState. This stereotype on classes is important to include shared activities in domain data models of cooperative applications. ActionState and SubactivityState are the basic metamodel elements of UML 1.4 that represent activities in activity diagrams [3] . Activity diagrams can be used to detail use cases. Thus, it is important to make explicit shared activities. In the context of UML 2.0 activity diagrams are no longer special state diagrams anymore, which makes them original. As soon as UML 2.0 is adopted we need to adapt the baseclass de®nition for ( sharedActivity ) to include activities represented in activity diagrams of UML 2.0 properly.
For the super-stereotype ( shared ) it is also important to apply it to other model elements than classes. In the following, some examples are given: The stereotype (shared ) applied to attributes is needed in order to support high granularity. It can be that a groupware developer wants to model some attributes as shared, but not the whole class. If the whole class is marked as ( shared ), this is synonymous with marking each attribute as ( shared ). In addition, if a shared class is marked with tags, these tags apply to each attribute since all of them are shared. The stereotype ( shared ) applied to events is important for state and activity diagrams in order to express shared events, e.g., if a user does something special on the user interface, then for other users having the same view this is done automatically. A shared event can be locked for example in order to disallow a special activity on the user interface until a special constraint is ful®lled. The stereotype ( shared ) applied to messages is important for sequence and collaboration diagrams to express shared messages. If a user sends a shared message to an object, then for other users accessing the same object this message should also be sent. A shared message can be observable for example in order to express explicitly that other users are noti®ed about sending this message. The stereotype (shared ) on associations expresses potentially accessible associations for all users so that all users can e.g., navigate via this association to related object(s) in case the association is not hidden due to for example access control mechanisms. Table 2 summarizes the de®ned UML-G elements and brie¯y describes their semantics (we do not include icons for the dierent stereotypes yet).
Telepointer example
A telepointer appears at exactly the same position on every participant's screen. Often it is visualized as an arrow. Users can move telepointers to point to some part of a shared document. An example telepointer class is detailed in the class-diagram of Figure 2 . It is associated with the roles Tutor and Learner, instances of which represent roles participating in cooperative sessions. That's why both classes Ð Tutor and Learner Ð are marked with the stereotype (sharedRole ). Both associations are named move because the actors ®lling the roles are allowed to move the telepointer, i.e., to change the Xpos and Ypos attributes. For this reason, the Telepointer class is marked as ( shared ). The semantics of the stereotype is extended by the Boolean tagged value {lockable} because in this example a tutor needs to have the functionality to lock the access to the Telepointer, i.e., by using it exclusively. Additional constraints assigned to the association(s) can be used to detail the locking (e.g., by using OCL).
The tag {observable}, applied to the whole class, indicates that noti®cations on changes regarding all attributes need to be supported. This is because learners and tutors are able to observe the movements of a telepointer visualization. The tag {access-controllable} indicates access control to the telepointer. In this example, tutors need to be able to control the access. An additional constraint assigned to the association between Tutor and Telepointer details the access control. Both associations are marked as (shared ) since it is visible who, at one point in time, is accessing the telepointer. Note that a coupling degree, i.e., how many users use the same telepointer, can be speci®ed by cardinalities of the associations. The distribution scheme for the Telepointer class is speci®ed to replicated since high responsiveness is crucial here.
Relations to design patterns
To simplify Figure 2 , the class diagram presented focuses on data modeling and not on the visualization. Note that also visualization classes or only attributes of them can be marked as ( shared ). UML-G does not enforce any design pattern. A pattern names a design structure as a solution to a problem in a particular context and thus increases our vocabulary [18] . It's like a template that one can apply in dierent situations. UML-G can help writing down object-oriented design patterns for groupware in a framework-independent way, e.g., specifying shared data appropriately. In addition, UML-G can be extended to include any groupware pattern explicitly, i.e., UML extensions can be speci®ed to express patterns [5] . Moreover, a CASE tool can be tailored to perform an automatic transformation to the pattern. The pattern in turn can be taken into account by the CASE tool in order to generate code for a special framework or toolkit (see Section 5).
USAGE SCENARIOS
This section presents two usage scenarios in order to illustrate the applicability of UML-G in two of our projects. It demonstrates the practical relevance of UML-G for modeling groupware. The ®rst example is related to a cooperative laboratory environment and focuses on group members and access to shared artifacts. The second scenario is concerned with cooperative hypermedia and complements the ®rst one by combining UML-G with the persistence Boolean tag from standard UML, a UML constraint as well as object and state diagrams.
CoopLab
The following usage scenario origins from an internal project named CoopLab. In CoopLab we develop a Java-based virtual learning environment for biotech and other kind of experiments [19, 20] . One project goal of CoopLab is the development of a software framework with the aim of supporting the implementation of cooperative virtual laboratories. The framework is called CoopLab because an important aspect of the framework is to allow cooperative learning in virtual labs. Each virtual scenario consists of several workbenches, whereby each one provides a scenario for a special part of an experiment (see Figure 3) . The framework itself is designed according to the Model-View-Controller approach. A model, a view and a corresponding controller class implement each lab device or tool. While the controller and the view classes are responsible for user interaction and visualization, the model class implements the internal behavior and functionality of a virtual device or tool.
An ice pot in a biotech lab for example has the function of keeping devices like reaction tubes cooled down. The ice pot, which is part of our virtual lab, can accommodate up to three tubes (see Figure 3) .
As a small usage scenario we model the classes IcePot, Tube and Substance from the framework application and the classes Tutor and Student in one class diagram by using some of our shared data modeling extensions of UML-G (see Figure 4) . The classes Tutor and Student model the dierent roles a person can adopt in a virtual lab scenario. The class Tutor implements the role of a tutor in the virtual lab. Analogous to the real world a tutor has the task of supervising and assisting the students during the execution of a virtual experiment.
Dealing with an ice pot in a cooperative lab scenario, we need a tutor who directs one or more students with inserting one or more reaction tubes into the ice pot in order to keep them cooled down in the virtual scenario, when the experiment protocol requires it. Doing that the tutor of such a shared experiment uses the ice pot in the virtual lab mainly as a demonstration platform and less for the purpose of ful®lling the next step of the experiment. Regarding cooperation in a virtual lab it is important for the participating students to be able to observe the actions of the tutor. Vice versa, the system should provide the functionality that the students can be observed by the tutor while they are doing a working step in the virtual lab. A typical cooperative situation could be that a tutor demonstrates a task (for example:`Insert tube x into the ice pot') and the students are supposed to watch and repeat it. In analogy to real world experiments the tutor needs to be able to observe the actions of the students, whenever he or she wants to do it. But in contrast, the students may only watch the tutor, when they have permission to do so.
In Figure 4 you see the class diagram of the class IcePot and the corresponding classes Student and Tutor, which are marked with the stereotype ( sharedRole ). The associations between Tutor and IcePot as well as Student and IcePot are named uses. Furthermore, both associations are stereotyped ( shared ). This stereotype for associations means that the associations are shared with respect to visibility and changeability. A tutor should ideally be able to recognize at any time, which objects a student is dealing with at the moment. Besides, he needs to be able to restrict the visibility of his own associations Ð in this case his interactions Ð with objects of the virtual lab. For this reason the association between Tutor and IcePot is marked additionally as {access-controllable}. The association named directs between the classes Tutor and Student shows the connection between the roles, in this case, that the tutor supervises the student. This association is not stereotyped ( shared ) because this relation is not supposed to be visible for other users.
The class Tube, which is aggregated by IcePot is stereotyped (shared ) in order to indicate here that it should be visible for all users, how many tubes are aggregated by an instance of IcePot. The associations between the class Tutor and Tube as well as Student and Tube are also stereotyped ( shared ) in the sense that they are shared with respect to visibility and changeability. In addition, the association between Tutor and Tube is access controlled (compare associations to IcePot).
The class Substance is aggregated by Tube and also stereotyped as ( shared ) in order to indicate that it is visible for all users as the content of a tube. Here the tag {time-persistence = 3 hours} is used to indicate that a shared instance of Substance is only persistent for a limited amount of time (here 3 hours), even if it is in a tube which is placed in an ice pot. After this time the substance is not longer usable.
Both, the IcePot and the Tube, are marked as {lockable}. This is due to the fact that a tutor can lock the usage of a virtual tube. This is needed when the tutor demonstrates something and does not want to be interrupted by a student who wants to handle the same shared tube in the virtual lab synchronously.
Another tagged value {observable} is attached to the classes Icepot and Tube to indicate that all elements of the classes are observable by all other classes. As a precondition the classes themselves are stereotyped as ( shared ).
In Figure 4 you can see that the tagged value {access-controllable} is also applied to special attributes. It indicates that these attributes are access controlled. In this case, an instance of the class Tutor is able to restrict the usage. This can be further speci®ed by e.g., OCL constraints.
XCHIPS
This usage scenario is related to the European project EXTERNAL (`EXTended Enterprise Resources, Network Architectures and Learning') [21] . There, we have used shared hypermedia workspaces for supporting dynamic networked organizations in developing and performing joint business processes.
For this we have developed the cooperative tool XCHIPS (`eXtensible Cooperative Hypermedia Integrated with Process Support') [22, 23] . With XCHIPS, users can cooperatively model and execute business processes. Figure 5 shows three users working in an XCHIPS session. They have modeled a process with the steps XML import/export and Work Management, surrounded by Start and Finish. In addition, they have assigned responsibilities to the dierent tasks. XCHIPS shows awareness information regarding who has currently opened which tasks. The XML import/export task for example is currently being worked on by dawabi and rubart. Moreover, telecursors are presented, such as the one from wwang.
The underlying data model of XCHIPS is a shared hypermedia model. Figure 6 gives a basic overview over this model and makes use of UML-G. A basic hypermedia model is characterized by a node-link paradigm [24] . Nodes are connected by links. Composites allow nested hypermedia structures. In XCHIPS, we have a special composite Task and a special link Flow to model work¯ow. A process is represented as a set of shared hypermedia tasks connected by shared hypermediā ows. Such a hypermedia-based process representation can contain associated materials because the shared hypermedia structure is not limited to tasks and¯ows. In this way, process support is combined with information management. All instances of these types are shared. That's why the general hypermedia class (HMObject) is marked as ( shared ).
The subclasses inherit the ( shared ) stereotype. In addition, all instances of HMObject stay persistent. This is important because all processes and related information serve as experiences, which need to be accessible from members of later joint projects so that they can learn from and reuse the experiences. They could, for example, clone a successful business process and adapt it to the requirements of the new project. In standard UML, a persistence tag is already de®ned, which also applies to classes so that it can easily be combined with the UML-G extensions in Figure 6 . In addition to the persistence tag, we have used the observable Boolean tag on order to express the fact that all changes on instances of HMObject need to be propagated. The special composite class Task has an additional, more speci®c stereotype assigned Ð it is marked as a shared activity. The reason for this is that an XCHIPS task is supposed to express a task, in the context of which several users need to cooperate. Executing such a task means that users interact with each other and manipulate shared data. Since UML 1.4 any model element can have more than one stereotype [3] ; but in this case one stereotype is actually sucient as ( sharedActivity ) is a substereotype of ( shared ). Figure 5 shows awareness information on the task XML import/export, which means that the referring users have currently opened the task to model its details. Figure 7 shows our Task class, instances of which may be associated with a number of rectangles (boxes) visualizing tasks in XCHIPS browsers.
Detailing {observable} by a constraint
Each task has an attribute isOpenedBy indicating who has currently opened the task. The {observable} tag models explicitly that changes need to be noti®ed. This includes the information on who has opened the task. To detail this, Figure 7 uses a constraint, expressing that the bottom text of a task rectangle needs to equal the names of the users who have currently opened the task.
Object and state diagrams using UML-G
An object or interaction diagram is a collaboration diagram or a sequence diagram. Both focus on messages between objects in special contexts. A sequence diagram points out the temporal order of messages (a message asks an object to execute an operation. Operations are implemented by methods). A collaboration diagram explicitly shows the object relationships. In order to express that opening and closing an XCHIPS task is shared, messages in sequence and collaboration diagrams can be marked as shared.
A state diagram shows a sequence of states, which an object can take in its life. In addition, it presents state changes, events that trigger state changes and activities. An activity diagram is a special state diagram that focuses on activities. Figure 8 shows a state diagram using UML-G. It presents that an XCHIPS task object can be in a state closed and in a state opened during a cooperative session.
The open and close events are marked as ( shared ) in order to express that all users participating in the XCHIPS session share opening a task. This means that, if one user opens the task, it gets opened for the others, too. Note that Figure 8 only presents an excerpt of the states an XCHIPS task can take. Such an object can take several states in parallel, e.g., also one that represents whether the task has been started or ®nished. Here, we are focusing on the opened and closed states. The {observable} tag makes explicit that the other sites are noti®ed about the events.
CASE TOOL SUPPORT
UML-G allows high level, implementation-independent modeling of groupware-speci®c elements and empowers CASE tools to partially automate the development activities. For this, existing CASE tools, supporting the UML extension mechanisms, can be con®gured to support modeling with UML-G. If they provide suitable con®guration mechanisms or APIs, they can be adapted to generate special code. For groupware development, usually a groupware toolkit or framework is used. After integrating a selected one into an appropriate CASE tool and using the CASE tool's con®guration mechanisms or APIs to adapt the code generation accordingly, the code for the used toolkit or framework can be generated from the UML-G models.
Commercially available UML CASE tools, such as 5 (to mention a few), usually provide support for the extension mechanisms of UML. Dierences can be found regarding the completeness of this support and with reference to semantic support, whether it is for example possible to de®ne a stereotype hierarchy, a reusable set of extensions or whether OCL constraint expressions are veri®ed against the model.
For our purposes we have chosen ArgoUML 6 since it is an open source UML CASE tool written in Java. This enables us promising future work because we can adapt and extend it in any direction. It also has support for adding to-do comments at certain points in models. Figure 9 shows the telepointer example from Section 3.3 modeled with ArgoUML. On the top left part you can see a hierarchical view of our Examples tree. On the upper right part you can see the telepointer class diagram. The constraint is written in a note using the variables of the association. The bottom right part shows the details of the selected object in the class diagram. Currently, the telepointer class is selected and its tagged values are shown in the`details' part.
Code generation
UML CASE tools usually provide code generation support for dierent object-oriented programming languages. In addition, some CASE tools allow the adaptation of generating code by providing suitable con®guration mechanisms, e.g., by providing scripting languages or APIs. This allows special handling of particular UML extensions.
For generating code we have selected the Java-based groupware framework DyCE (Dynamic Collaboration Environment) [14] since it is used in our institute. Since DyCE oers an object-oriented interface to modeling shared information, the code generation is quite straightforward. We have adapted and extended the responsible code generation classes of ArgoUML. Figure 10 shows the generated code for the telepointer class.
The telepointer class is generated as a subclass of DyCE's shared object model. Its shared attributes are generated as DyCE's shared attributes with get-and setmethods. Note that the way shared attributes are generated and thus the get-and set-methods for them are speci®c DyCE-code.
For the tagged value {lockable} a shared attribute LockedBy is generated that can point to the user who has currently locked the telepointer. Regarding the tagged value {access-controllable} a shared attribute Access is generated pointing to an AccessRight object 1 that encapsulates respective information. And again getand set-methods are created. With reference to {observable} nothing special is generated for the telepointer class since it is intended to use the observer mechanisms already provided by DyCE's shared object model.
Please note that this is only one way of generating code for one speci®c underlying framework and programming language. UML-G does not enforce a special implementation.
RELATED WORK
Basically, there are two areas of research related to work presented in this paper: CSCW and UML extensions.
CSCW
Toolkits and frameworks for building groupware, such as in [9±14], do not provide support for modeling groupware in a manner, which is independent of the toolkit or framework. Typically, some usage examples are provided. However, these examples are implementation related and focus on programming rather than modeling. Sometimes users' guides include modeling hints, but they are written using the language of the Modeling support for groupware developers, such as in [25] , applies a design pattern from the area of singleuser application development [26] to groupware. This design pattern focuses on the separation of an application and a domain model, whereby the application model is related to user interface elements. UML-G in contrast does not enforce any special design patterns. It provides groupware-speci®c modeling elements, which can be used in any UML diagram. Moreover, UML-G can help writing down design patterns for groupware in a way that is independent of any framework and toolkit. In addition, it can be extended to include any groupware pattern explicitly (see Section 3.4).
In [27] a modeling approach is taken for shared information spaces in order to ease their management and support knowledge sharing within the enterprise. A metamodel is proposed that de®nes the conceptual building blocks of an information space. This modeling approach focuses on organizing information spaces rather than on developing groupware.
UML extensions
With UML-F [28] , working with object-oriented frameworks is supported. It allows the explicit representation of framework variation points. Hence, it is very useful for documenting a concrete framework. By using UML-F, framework developers can make explicit which parts of the system need to be adapted in order to create a valid framework instance. Therefore, application developers (users of a framework) are assisted in framework implementation and instantiation. In contrast to UML-F, UML-G does not model framework variation points. It is not intended to support framework developers in documenting their framework so that it is easier to use for application developers. It directly supports application developers in modeling cooperative applications, independent of any framework.
Synchronous groupware is related to real-time systems in the sense of fast propagation of other users' interactions in order to provide workspace awareness [8] . A real-time system must respond to events in real time. The architectural design usually involves organizing the system as a set of interacting, concurrent processes [29] . There are UML extensions supporting real-time systems, part of UML-RT [30, 31] . Such an extension is useful for modeling a toolkit or framework supporting groupware development, such as in [9±14]. These usually care for concurrency control, network latency and so forth. UML-G in contrast is not intended to support modeling of real-time systems. It is intended to support application developers in modeling their cooperative applications on a semantically high level. Typically, application developers use a toolkit or framework supporting groupware development, but do not build one.
UML extensions for agent-based systems, which are addressed by Agent UML (AUML), as described in e.g., [32] mainly support dierent ways of modeling the communication protocols between agents. In contrast, UML-G does not aim at such protocols, but at groupware-speci®c modeling elements.
UMLi [33] is a UML extension for modeling interactive applications (in the sense of human±computer interaction). It explicitly addresses interaction issues in activity and use-case diagrams. In addition, a user interface diagram is introduced for modeling abstract user interface presentations. These presentations can be related to domain objects in UMLi activity diagrams. Since cooperative applications are usually interactive UMLi is nicely combinable with UML-G.
Note that you are free to combine dierent UML extensions in your UML models, if this is meaningful.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have identi®ed core requirements for modeling shared data. Our proposed UML extensions address the identi®ed requirements by explicitly representing shared data, roles and actors in cooperative sessions, and shared activities as well as providing further semantics on shared data with the Boolean tagged values {access-controllable}, {lockable}, and {observable} and the tags time-persistence and distribution. These UML extensions are part of UML-G Ð a UML pro®le for modeling groupware.
UML-G supports groupware developers in modeling their cooperative applications by making groupware design explicit and therefore, easier to understand. The described usage scenarios, in which we have used UML-G for shared data modeling, validate its applicability. Our experience shows that UML-G allows one to model groupware independently from any concrete architecture of a framework or toolkit. A shared understanding between developers is supported, which abstracts from the latter implementation. Moreover, UML-G can help in the writing down of object-oriented design patterns for groupware in a way that is independent of any toolkit or framework. In turn, UML-G can be extended to include any groupware pattern explicitly. UML-G allows high level, implementation-independent modeling of groupware-speci®c elements and enables CASE tools to partially automate the development activities for special groupware toolkits and frameworks.
In our future work, we will complement UML-G. As an example, a new part of UML-G addressing the usage of concurrency control can include tagged values, such as {optimistic} and {pessimistic}. For this, we want the community to contribute to it. In order to make this ecient we have set up and host community support (http://www.uml-g.org/).
Moreover, we will build cooperative tools providing synchronous as well as asynchronous modeling support for UML-G. For this, we will either continue using ArgoUML and create suitable shared data models with DyCE or extend the cooperative modeling tool XCHIPS to support a UML-G template. In addition, we will improve the code generation support.
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